BioActive
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Effective
Continuous Cleaning
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• Products formulated with live bacteria
that naturally create enzymes to break
down waste

• Products that target FOGs (fats, oils,
greases), sugar starches, urine,
organic waste, hydrocarbons,
industrial waste, and malodors
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Terminology in bio-augmentation cleaners can be confusing but they
all have a similar meaning of non harmful bacteria breaking down
waste
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work

1. Bacteria create
Enzymes

2. Enzymes
breakdown organic
waste into smaller
particles

3. Bacteria
digest waste

Comparable
to our Digestive
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1. Digestive System creates
enzymes
2. Enzymes prepare the body for
digestion by breaking down food
3. Body digests food
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• The microbes continue to work
well after application
•

No Rinse Floor Cleaner continues to
degrade floor grease thru the night

• Extended cleaning performance
compared to traditional cleaners

In just 2 weeks with NO wiping
Soils Tested: Motor oil, cheese,
chocolate, cat food, mustard, ketchup,
corn and fry oil

• Truly can break down odor at the
source
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Cost $avings:
Using BioActive Solution products can cut costly
plumbing services of pumping grease traps or cleaning
pipes in half!
•

Grease trap pumping cost on average $350 per
pumping and is done every 30 to 90 days. Savings
up to $700 to $2,100 a year.
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Downstream Benefits of bacteria always degrading with no harsh caustic
or acids
•
•
•

Building’s plumbing
Building’s waste
water collection
system
Municipality’s waste
water system
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When & Where

Benefits

DT 7 (#2600)

Restaurants, Convenient Stores
Apply close of the day when traffic is light

Reduces plumber calls by half to pump grease traps and
unclog drains

Manufacturing plants, transit systems, engine rooms,
bilges, holding tanks, automobile oil bays, concrete
docks, anywhere traditional industrial degreasers are
used

Microbial species continue to degrade build up through
entire waste water system.
No harsh caustic and acid like traditional products

Restaurants, Convenient Stores, Bars
Apply close of the day when traffic is light

Reduces plumber calls by half to unclog drains

Soft Surface Cleaner and Deodorizer

Carpet, Upholstery, and other soft surfaces

Cleans fibers, and truly degrades odors at their source

No Rinse Floor Cleaner (#258)

Kitchens, Convenient Stores,
Apply close of the day when traffic is light

Reduces slip and fall accidents
Degrades grease build up on kitchen floors

Restrooms, Carpets, Floors, Drains
Apply when traffic is light
Do not use prior to disinfects (disinfectants will kill
bacteria)

One product for multiple uses

Drain and Grease Trap Cleaner and Maintainer

Grease Solv (#2601)
Industrial Microbial Degreaser

Beverage Line Cleaner (#2602)
Drain Cleaner and Maintainer

Fiber Cleaner (#2603)

Food Service Floor Cleaner

PUSH® (#133)
Multiple Purpose Cleaner: Drains, floor and surface
cleaner, spotter
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Pioneer in the industry
•

Betco is the unique expert. The only
chemical company with a fermentation plant

•

Products formulated for specific application
unlike the competition

•

BioActive Solutions’ products have a greater
bacteria count than the competition for
extended cleaning performance.

